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Classes of piecewise constant functions, which can serve as the ergodic densities 
for constructible piecewise linear transformations, are characterized. Let ~m denote 
the class of non-negative, continuous, piecewise monotonic functions f from an 
interval J into 3", satisfying: (i) If'(x)l ~< m, where the derivative exists, and (ii)f(x) 
has the value 0 at all the relative minima points. Then one of the main results is 
that a class of piecewise constant ergodic densities can be found (and the associated 
piecewise linear transformations under which they are rgodic densities can be 
constructed) which is dense in,~ with respect to the uniform norm on J. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. Review 
Recent studies [5, 10-12] have shown that the simple difference quation 
x.÷,  = ~(x.) (1.1) 
can possess a wide spectrum of dynamic  behaviour, ranging from global 
stabil ity to a regime termed "chaos" in which the solutions of the deter- 
minist ic system (1.1) behave like sample functions of a stochastic process. 
One way of studying the asymptotic behaviour of solutions of (1.1) in the 
"chaot ic"  region involves a description of the l imit sets, namely,  the strange 
attractors that arise [5, 13]. This is usual ly very diffficult to do. More fruitful 
results can often be obtained by examining the average behaviour of the 
orbit, { r " (x )}~0,  where r ~ = r o r . . . . .  r, n times. 
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number generators with specified distributions is obvious [8]. As well, it 
could be useful in controlling steady population patterns of species. Recently, 
Lasota [6] has shown the important role played by ergodic transformations 
in the production of blood cells. 
1.2. Preliminaries 
Let J=  [a,b] be an interval of the real line and let J -=  {(a0,al), 
(al, a2),..., (an_l, an)}, where a o =a and a, =b,  be an equal partition of J. 
Let r: J~  J be a piecewise linear transformation, i.e., linear on each subin- 
terval I i ~ (ai_l,  a;). Let ~,¢-' denote the partition points of f .  
We define a class of piecewise linear transformations, ~,by the following 
conditions: for each r C ~, 
(i) there exists a partition J "  with partition points J - '  such that r 
takes partition points into partition points, i.e,, r ( J - ' ) c  J - ' .  If r is discon- 
tinuous, we require r(a~) and r(a +) to be in J ' .  
(ii) The partition J -  satisfies the following communication property 
(irreducibility in Markov chain terminology): for any I~, I b C J - ,  ~ integers p
and q such that I i c vP(Ij) and Ij c rq(Ii). 
(iii) There exists an integer l such that inf,~ s Idfl/dx] > 1, where the 
derivative xists. 
Let the partition J -  have n subintervals. Then the transformation r ~ 
induces an n × n matrix C = C,, defined as follows: 
1 
= 6,j, (1.3) 
where rj = (dr/dx)Ix~lj, and ~tj = 1 if I t c v(Ib) and 0 otherwise. We remark 
that once r is specified, C is determined uniquely. The converse, however, is 
not true. C determines an equivalence class of 2" transformations, ince rj 
could be positive or negative without affecting C. For example, if 
C= 
0 0 0.5 0.5 ) 
0 0 0 1 
0 0.5 0.5 0 ' 
1 0 0 0 
the transformations v I and r 2, shown in Fig. 1, are 2 of the 16 transfor- 
mations in the equivalence class. Since inf I dr}6)/dxl > 1, i = 1, 2, it follows 
that r 1 and r 2 E'~. 
For a given C, we shall let r=r  c denote any transformation in the 
equivalence class. 
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FIGURE 1 
We recall that a matrix is primitive if for some finite iterate, all entries are 
positive. Using the Frobenius-Perron operator [7], the following result is 
established in [1 ]. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let r ~ ~ and let the matrix C induced by r be primitive. 
Then r admits a unique absolutely continuous invariant measure, whose 
density is piecewise constant and is' the solution of the matrix equation 
~C=~. 
Let 9: denote the class of square matrices C which satisfy the following 
conditions: (i) C is stochastic, (ii) each row of C consists of a single block of 
equal, non-zero entries (contiguity condition), and (iii) C is primitive. We 
shall say that the vector n is c~-invariant if there exists a C E 9: such that 
nC = n. The following result follows immediately from the definitions of 
and c~. 
THEOREM 1.2. r E ~ is c~-invariant if and only if the matrix C induced 
by r is in G ~. 
We now restate the problem posed earlier: characterize classes of 
piecewise constant functions, or equivalently, n-vectors n, which can serve as 
the unique invariant densities for constructible transformations r. 
Throughout his paper, we regard n as both an n-row vector and as a step 
function ~r(x) on an equal partition [I~,I~,...,I,} of the interval J, where 
~(x)=Tr i for all xE I  i. Thus, when we say the vector n is an invariant 
density for the transformation r, we mean, of course, the step function n(x) 
defined by n. 
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1.3. Summary of Results 
In Section 2, we give a graph-theoretic characterization of a class of 
permutation invariant matrices ~ in cC. The characterization is such that 
given lr, we can construct C, and vice-versa. The classes of ~-invariant 
vectors are of the form n = (ntl), n t2) ..... 7r(k)), where 7r) i), i,j = I,..., ni, and 
nl >/n2 ~> "'" >~ nk, as well as vectors obtained by permuting the entries of n. 
In Section 3, a special construction is presented which admits a large class 
of ~-invariant vectors. 
In Section 4, results are presented which permit the construction of new 
c~-invariant vectors from those known to be ~-invariant. 
Let ~'~m denote the class of non-negative, continuous, piecewise monotonic 
functions f(x) from an interval J into J satisfying (i) l f '(x)l  ~< m, where the 
slope exists, and ( i i ) f (x)  takes on the value 0 at all its relative minima 
points, i.e., the valleys reach down to the x-axis. In Section 5, it is shown 
that a certain class j?~o, of c~-invariant vectors, is dense (uniform norm) in 
the space of functions ~m" Furthermore, for any fC  ~m and e > 0, we can 
construct the matrix CE  c~ such that the associated vector 7r (~C= 7r) 
satisfies supx~slf(x)--zr(x)l < e, where zc is viewed as a (step function) 
piecewise constant function on J. 
In Section 6 a randomization technique is discussed which guarantees the 
unfailing acquisition of the designed ergodic density. An example is 
presented. 
A special construction for rapidly increasing vectors is given in Section 7. 
2. PERMUTATION INVARIANT MATRICES 
In this section, we define a class of matrices g c c~ which is closed under 
pre- and post-multiplication by permutation matrices. We give a graph- 
theoretic characterization of the matrices in 9 and of the class of vectors 
(piecewise constant densities) such that ~rC = n for some C C ~.  The charac- 
terization is such that given n, we can construct C, and vice-versa. We begin 
by presenting some graph-theoretic terms and results. 
2.1. Definitions 
A directed graph G = (V, E) is a finite set of vertices, V, and edges, E, 
such that each edge is an ordered pair of vertices. Since we are concerned 
exclusively with directed graphs in this paper, we shall generally omit the 
word directed. A subgraph G' of G is a graph G '= (V',E') such that 
V' _~ V and E '  _~ E. The complete graph on n vertices is the graph with the 
property that every pair of vertices is an edge. A k-clique of G is a complete 
subgraph of G on k vertices. The indegree of v E V is the cardinality of the 
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set {w[ (w, v) E E}. The outdegree of v ~ V is the cardinality of the set 
{w] (v, w) C E}. 
A walk from v to w in a graph G is a sequence of vertices v,, v 2 ..... v k 
such that v=v, ,  w----v~ and (v i_a ,%)CE for all 1 <i<~k. A semiwalk 
from v to w is a sequence of vertices v,, vz,..., v k such that v = v,, w = v k 
and either (v i ,, vl) C E or (vi, %_,) C E for all 1 < i ~< k. A (semi)path is a 
(semi)walk with all vertices distinct. A graph is strongly connected if for all 
v, w @ V, v 4= w, there is a path from v to w. It is weakly connected if every 
pair of distinct points is joined by a semipath. A weak component of a graph 
is a maximal weakly connected subgraph. 
If we label the vertices of a graph G by assigning subscripts to them so 
that V= {v,, v2,..., v,}, we can define the adjacency matrix A = (au) of G to 
be then  X n matrix in which a u-- 1 if (v i, %)CE and a u= 0 otherwise. 
While each n X n matrix with 0-1 entries is the adjacency matrix of some 
graph, a given graph can have many adjacency matrices, each determined by 
a different labelling of its vertices. It follows that if A is an adjacency matrix 
of G, then so is PAP r, where P is an n X n permutation matrix. Moreover, if 
A and A '  are any two adjacency matrices for G, there exists a permutation 
matrix P such that A '  - -PAP  r. It is well known [14] that a stochastic matrix 
S is primitive if and only if S is irreducible (i.e., the states communicate) 
and at least one of the states, say i, is aperiodic, i.e., g.c.d. {n>~ 1; 
sl~ ) > 0} = 1. This result will be invoked numerous times below. Thus, the 
adjacency matrix A for G is primitive if and only if G is strongly connected 
and at least one vertex is aperiodic. 
A semieycle of a graph G is a semipath from a vertex v to itself. A rooted 
tree is a weakly connected graph containing no semicycles with a 
distinguished vertex called the root. A forest is an acyelic graph in which 
every weak component is a tree. An in-tree is a rooted tree in which there is 
a path from every vertex to the root. It is known [4, p. 201] that a weakly 
connected graph is an in-tree if and only if exactly one vertex has outdegree 
0 and all others have outdegree 1. A vertex, w, is said to be a child of the 
vertex v in a rooted tree if the (unique) semipath from the root r to w has v 
as its penultimate vertex (i.e., a semipath r = v,,..., %, v, w). A vertex v is a 
leaf of a rooted tree if it has no children. 
212. Permutation Invariant Matrices in 
Let C be a square matrix with non-negative ntries. We can associate with 
C a 0-1 square matrix by setting all non-zero entries to 1. We denote this 
matrix by g(C) and remark that it is an adjacency matrix for some graph. 
Recalling that c~ is the class of square matrices which are stochastic, 
primitive, each row of which is contiguous with equal entries, we can prove 
the following useful properties. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. The mapping g: ~ ~ {square 0-I matrices} is 1-1. 
Proof. The ith row of g(C) must contain a contiguous block of k i l's. 
Since C is stochastic, its ith row must contain a block of (1/ki)'s in the same 
columns. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. For C ~ ~,  g(C) is primitive (and hence strongly 
connected). 
Proof Since C is primitive, there exists an integer k > 0 such that C k is 
primitive. Noting that g(g(C) k) = g(Ck), it follows that C is primitive if and 
only if g(C) is. Q.E.D. 
In the remainder of this section, we shall study a subclass 3 of c~. Before 
proceeding, we remark that for C E ~,  g(PCPr)=Pg(C)P r, where T 
denotes transpose. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let 3 c c~ be the class of matrices C C ~ with the 
property that PCP r E ~ for any permutation matrix P. 
The following results characterize those vectors n for which there exists a 
matrix C G 3 such that ~rC = ~r. We refer to such vectors as 3-invariant 
vectors. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let C C ~ and let G = (V, E) be the graph associated with 
g(C). Then: 
(i) G contains a k-clique, JS, for some k ~ 1 such that there is an 
edge from each vertex of the k-clique to each vertex of G. 
(ii) I f  v is a vertex of G not in Jr,  v has outdegree 1. 
(iii) The subgraph of G, G, formed by deleting all edges (v, w), where 
v is a vertex of Y ,  is a forest of k in-trees with roots in ~.  
Proof. Each row of g(C) must consist entirely of l 's or of a single 1; 
otherwise, ..we could find a permutation matrix P such that Pg(C)PT and 
hence PCP r contains a row with non-contiguous positive entries. 
We show that k 4= 0. If k = 0, then every row in g(C) has only 1 non-zero 
entry. Since g(C) is strongly connected, it must be a permutation matrix. 
Clearly then, (g(C)) ~ cannot be primitive for any n. Hence C~,  
contradicting the hypothesis that C ~ ~.  
We can now choose a permutation matrix, P, such that Pg(C) has all its 
rows of l 's (if any) in the first k positions. Then, since C ~,P ,  this is also 
true for PCP r and g(PCpr), an adjacency matrix for G. Letting ~,~ be the k- 
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clique defined by the k × k matrix of l 's in the upper left corner of g(PCpr), 
(i) and (ii) of the lemma are established. 
To prove (iii), we claim that each weak component of the graph (~ 
corresponding to g(PCP r) with the first k rows replaced by 0's is an in-tree 
rooted at a vertex of Y .  It suffices to show that each weakly connected 
component has exactly one vertex of outdegree 0, since each vertex of (~ has 
outdegree at most 1 and the only vertices of outdegree 0 in (~ are those of 
Y .  I f  each vertex had outdegree 1, the component would clearly contain a 
cycle. Moreover, there would be no edge from the cycle to any vertex outside 
the cycle, particularly to a vertex of,PC'. This would contradict he fact that 
G is strongly connected. Therefore, each weakly connected component has at 
least one vertex of outdegree 0. 
Now suppose v and w are two vertices of outdegree 0 in the same weak 
component. Let V=Vl,V2, . . . ,vn=w be a semiwalk in (~. Since v has 
outdegree 0, (v 2, v l )EE .  On the other hand, since w has outdegree 0, 
(V,_l, vn)CE .  Let i be the smallest index such that (vi, v ;+a)EE .  Clearly 
1 < i < n. Now since (vi_ 1, vi) q~ E, (v i, [Ji--1) E E and (v i, vi+ 1) E E, and 
hence v~ has outdegree 2. 
Since there are k nodes of outdegree 0 in G, there are k such trees. Q.E.D. 
The converse of this result holds as well. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let G be a graph with properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of 
Lemma 2.1, and let A be an adjacency matrix for G. Then g-X(A) C ~.  
Proof. By (i) and (ii), it is clear that A has rows consisting entirely of l 's 
or containing exactly one 1. Therefore, it suffices to show that g - l (A )  @ ~.  
This will be true if G is strongly connected and there exists an aperiodic 
vertex. Let v and w be any two vertices of G. If v is a vertex of J / ' ,  then 
property (i) ensures that there is a path (namely, an edge) from v to w. 
Otherwise, property (iii) guarantees the existence of a path to some vertex, u, 
of j~r, and this path can be extended to w since there is an edge (u, w) by 
property (i). Hence, G is strongly connected. Since k >~ 1, A has at least 1 
row with no 0 entries. Thus, there exists a vertex i such that a~i > 0, and A is 
primitive. Q.E.D. 
With the foregoing characterization of ~ ,  we shall be able to characterize 
the class of ~- invar iant  vectors n. We begin with a labelling procedure. 
Consider a forest G made up of k in-trees numbered T x, 7'2 ..... T k, where 
T i has n~ vertices. We label the root of T1 1, and we let 2, 3,..., m~ label the 
vertices of the first level of T 1 , starting from the left, as shown in Fig. 2. 
Then m~ + 1, m~ + 2,..., m labels the vertices of level 2, and so on until all 
the n~ vertices of T 1 are labelled. The root of T 2 is then labelled n I + 1, and 
the same procedure is used to label all the vertices of T 2. In general, the root 
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level I 
level 2 ~  
ml+1 ml+2 
1 
2 3 m I 
m 2 
I 2 T i 
ni+ I bi+l 
n1+2 nl+3 bi+2 bi+3 
\ 
. . . . . . .  n] 
\ 
. . . . . .  n'l+n2 
FIG. 2. Labelling of in-trees. 
of T i is labelled b t + 1, where b - ~ i -1  n i -~  .~=1j, and its vertices are labelled as 
above, consecutively adding i to the label as we go from left to right along 
each level of T ~ and then down to the next level, as shown in Fig. 2. 
With this labelling scheme, the adjacency matrix for t7 is a block diagonal 
matrix of the form 
~= A2.  © 
© 
Ak 
= ("rs J is an where A i _(i)'~ adjacency matrix for T i and is of the form 
A i= 
-0  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  0 TM 
1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
i.e., the first row of A i has 0 entries only, and each other row of A i has 
exactly one 1. If the children of the vertex labelled fl in 7",. are labelled/3 + p, 
ti) 1 for r=fl+p, fl+p+ 1,...,fl+p+t. fl + p + 1,..., fl + p + t, then ars = 
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Let ~ denote the set of integers {1 + y ,}- i  nj.; i=  1,..., k} and let ~,' be an 
n × n matrix in which the j th  row, for all j E ~,  consists entirely of l's, and 
all other rows are zero. Now let .4=A +~g. By Lemma2.2,  g 1(,4) C3 .  
Moreover, by virtue of Lemma 2.1, for any C G ~ there exists a permutation 
matrix P such that Pg(C) p r  is of the form .4. For matrices of this form, it is 
not difficult to characterize the vectors zr such that rM= zr. This leads to the 
following characterization of 3 - invar iant  vectors. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let (7= (V,E)  be a forest of rooted trees. Let c be a 
constant, and let w: V-~ ~ be a function which assigns weights to the vertices 
of (7 as follows: 
(i) if v E V is a leaf, w(v) = c, 
(ii) i f  vl,  v2,..., v m are the children of  v, w(v) = c + ~m= 1 w(vi). 
Suppose Vl,..., v,  is a labelling of  the elements of V; then (W(Vl), W(Vz) ..... 
w(v,)) is ~-invariant.  Moreover, for  any ~,~-invariant vector 7~, there is a 
forest, G, and a labelling of  the vertices such that 7r = (w(vl),... , w(v,)). 
An example of the weight assignment for a forest consisting of two rooted 
in-trees is shown in Fig. 3. 
Proof. Let vl, v2,..., v, be a labelling of the vertices of (7 as defined by 
the foregoing procedure and let w(v), as defined in (ii) of the statement of the 
theorem, be the weight assigned to the vertex v. Let A be the adjacency 
matrix for (7 as constructed above. We claim u = (w(v 0 ..... w(v,))  satisfies 
~zg-l(iT) = zc. To see this, note that if v is the root of a tree of (7 with ni 
vertices, it is not difficult to show by induction on the depth, that w(v)= n~e. 
Now let C = g- l ( /T)  and D = g - l (~ , / ) .  Note that g- l (A i )=A t. Let 
7E (i) = (W(Vbi_ l_ l ) ,  W(Vb i+2) , . . .  , W(Vbi+rli)) , i = 1 ..... k, 
and 
Then 
Since 
7r = (u (~), ~r (:) ..... ~(k~). 
~zC = (Tr(1)A 1 + ~rD,..., ~z(k)Ak + reD). 
1 k k k 
~D=--Z  rc]/, 1 Z 1 
=--  W(Vbi+l ) =- -  ,..,~ cn i=c ,  
n i=1 n i=1 n i=1 
we obtain 
7cC = (~(1)A 1 + C,..., 7r(k)Ak + C). (2.1) 
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iOc 
2c 
c c c c c c 
FIG. 3. 
13c 
c c c c c 
Weight  ass ignment for a forest of two  in-trees. 
Now suppose u r is a leaf of T i. Then n~ = w(vr )  = c, and 
(;gC)r = C q- (7~(i)Ai)r_bi 
ni 
= C ~- ~ _( i )_( i )  - -  r 
~m- Jcj U j , r _b i -  ~ 
j= l  
since v r has outdegree O. Hence ~rr = (zrC)r. 
Now suppose v r is a vertex of T i with children v i, v i+ l , . . . ,  ui+ m ; then, by 
the weighing scheme, :r r = w(vr )  = c + Y~-0 w(v i+ l ) .  Also, 
ni 
ILj Uj , r_bi  
j : l  
=c+ @ (~) .d..a ~ i+ l -b i  
1=0 
= C-~ ~ W(Ui+I).  
1=0 
Hence, zr r = QrC)r, and the claim is established. 
Now let zr' be a vector of weights corresponding to a different labelling of 
the vertices, The elements of zr' are a permutation of those of 7r; hence there 
is a permutation matrix P such that :r' = ~zP. Then, since ppr  = I,  
~z'pr cp  = : rppr  cp  
= ~zCP = rcP = rr'. 
Since C C 3 ,  p rcp  ~ ~,  and n' is 3- invariant.  
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Conversely, let zr' be a 3- invar iant  vector and let C' E 3 be a matrix 
such that zVC'---zV. There exists a permutation matrix, P, such that 
PC 'Pr= C is of  the form (g-X(/T)) described above. Let ~r= l r 'P r and 
c= ( I /n )~=1 z%i+1. Then, as above, if v r is a vertex of (~ with children 
U i, Ui+l,..., Ui+ra~ 
rOt :C+ 7Ti+j" 
j=0  
Therefore, zr consists of weights as described in the construction and 
re' = zcP r is a permutation of these weights. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 2.1.  re :  (4, 3, 2, 1). 
Forest  
2 
C= 
3 
4 
1 1 ! I 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 " 
0 0 1 0 
The uncircled numbers denote the labels of the vertices, while the circled 
ones denote the weights of the vertices. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. rC = (13, 4, 4, 4, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1). 
Forest  
@1 
C= 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
13 
1 
1 
i 
13 13 13 13 13 
1 
! 
1 0 
Q 
EXAMPLE 2 .3 .  
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~r = (5, 3, 1, 1, 1, 3, 1, 1). 
Forest 
1 
/ 
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C= 
I =I =I I 1 1 I I 
8 8 s ~ ~ s 8 
l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 _1 1 _1 1 1 1 1 
s 8 ~ s ~ s 8 s 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.~ 
The following two results characterize useful classes of 9 - invar iant  
vectors. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let  ~r= (n(l),n~Z),...,n~k)), where 7t u) is a vector o f  
length n i with entries all the same and equal to i. Then i f  n~ ~ n 2 ~ ... ~ n k, 
n is ~- invar iant .  
P roo f  Let (7 be a forest of in-trees such that 
(i) each vertex has indegree 0 or 1. 
(ii) For all 1 ~< i < k, there are n i -n  i+ 1 in-trees of height i -1  and 
there are nk in-trees of height k - 1. 
(iii) Each leaf has weight 1. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let  m > 1 be an arbitrary integer. Let  n = (n (1), n(2),..., 
n(k)), where n u) is a vector o f  length m k- i  with entries all the same and equal 
to (m i -  1)/(m - 1). Then n is 3 - invar iant .  
P roo f  n can be obtained by assigning weights of 1 to the leaves of a 
complete m-ary tree of depth k. Q.E.D. 
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EXAMPLE 2.4. With the aid of Corol lary 2.1, we see that 
~z = (1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 3, 2, 1, 1, 1) 
is a 3 - invar iant  vector. Noting that 7r is a permutation of 
7r' = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 3), 
with n I = 6, n 2 = 3, n 3 = 1, the forest of in-trees is shown in Fig. 4. 
Let m=3.  Then, by virtue of Coro l lary2.2,  EXAMPLE 2.5. 
permutation of
any 
~z = (1, 1, 1, I, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 4, 4, 4, 13) 
is 3 - invar iant .  The forest associated with ~' is shown in Fig. 5. 
2.3. Extension of 3-Invariant Vectors 
We know from Section 2.2 that the vector z '  = (1, 2 ..... n) is ~- invar iant ,  
and hence is the unique invariant density of a transformation r which can be 
constructed. Suppose, however, that we need a vector ~z with the j th  term 
equal to mj rather than j, where m is a positive integer. We shall see that this 
@ 
® @®@ q) ® ® ® 6) 
FIGURE 5 
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can be done, but at the cost of changing the (m - 2) terms preceding the j th  
term in 7r'. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let  n, m and j be f ixed  posit ive integers satisfying: 
1 < m < n, m <~j+ 1 < n. Then the n-vector 
7r = (1, 2 , . ,  m -- 1 , . . . , j -  (m -- 1), 2 j -  (m -- 2) ..... (m -- 1 ) j -  1, mj, 
j+  1 ..... n) 
is ~- invar iant ,  i.e., there exists a matr ix C E ~ suchthat  7rC = 7r. 
P roo f  Construct he matrix C as follows: 
1 
On, s = - - ,  s : 1,..., n, 
n 
C i , i+  1 ~ 1, 
1 
m' 
0, 
i -¢ j ,  
j - (m- -2 )<~k<, j+ 1, 
otherwise. 
We claim ~rC = ~r. If m ~<j, i = 1, then 
7trCr,  i : 7C n - -  ~-  1 = 7~ 1 . 
r= l  n 
For 1 < i~<j - (m-1) ,  
TgrCr, i  = 7~i-  l C i -  l ,1 + 7~n - -  : i = TE i . 
n r= l  
For i= j -  (m-k) ,  2 <~ k <~ m, 
7£rCr , j - (m-k)  = 7£ J - (m- (k - l ) )C j - (m- - (k  1 ) ) , j - (m-k)  31- 7~jC j , j - (m-k)  ~- ~ L 
r= l  n 
1 
= [ (k -  1 ) j -  (m-  (k -  I))] +mj- -+ 1 
m 
= k j -  (m -- k) = 7"gj_(m_k ) .
For j+  1 <~i<~n, 
1 
7"grer, i -~ 7~ n - -  ~ i = 7"g i .  ~-  7gi_ l C i _  l ,  i 
r= l  n 
607/45/3-2 
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Thus, we have shown that rcC=n.  It remains only to prove that C is 
strongly connected. Let C'  be the matrix associated with it' = (1, 2,..., n) as 
constructed in Section 2.2. Clearly C has a non-zero entry corresponding to 
each non-zero entry of C'  (plus more). Hence g(C) is strongly connected and 
possesses an aperiodic vertex. Thus C is primitive. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let  n, m be f ixed  positive integers, and let j = m - 1. 
Then 
n = (m, 2m, 3m ..... (m - l)m, m, m + i,..., n) 
is cg-invariant. 
Proof. Let m =j  + 1 in Theorem 2.2. Q,E.D. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let n = 6, j=  4, m = 3. Then zc = (1, 2, 7, 12, 5, 6) is 
~-invariant, where 
C= 
' -0  1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 3 J J 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 A ! ! 
6 6 6 6 6 6 
EXAMPLE 2.7. Let n = 5, m = 4 and j = m - 1 = 3. Then ~z = 
(4, 8, 12, 4, 5) is T-invariant, where 
C= I 
0 1 0 0 0 1 
0 0 1 0 0 |  
/ 
1 ; t l g l /  
/ 
0 0 0 0 1 / 
/ 
_] ! ! ! ~ /  
5 5 5 5 5 J 
• EXAMPLE 2.8. In the special case m = 2, it is possible to multiply any 
entry except n in i t '=  (1, 2 ..... n) by 2 without altering any other entries in 
zt'. It follows from Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 that for j =/= n, 
n = (1, 2,..., j -- 1, 2j, j + 1,..., n) 
is c~-invariant. Let C'  be the matrix associated with n', i.e., the nth row is 
full with each entry 1/n, the superdiagonal has 1 in each position, and all 
other positions are 0. Then the C associated with n is the same as C'  except 
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that the 1 in the j th row is split into ~, 5, where the first ½ is on the diagonal 
and the second ~ on the superdiagonal. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let  ~r=Qr~l),zr{2),...,zr(k)), where zr ") is a vector o f  
length n i and is obtained f rom the vector (k i + 1, k i q- 2 ..... k i + n i )  (k  i = 
i--1 ~:= ~ nj) by multiplying k i +Ji by m i, where I < m i < n i, mr <~Ji + 1 < n i. 
Then zc is ~-invariant. 
Proof. The construction of Theorem 2.2 can be applied to each of the 
rows k~ +Ji of C'. Since none of the modified entries overlap, the proof goes 
through exactly as that for Theorem 2.2. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let  re' = (1, 2,..., n). Let  zc be the vector obtained f rom 
7r' by multiplying every second entry o f  re' by 2. Then ~z is ~-invariant.  
EXAMPLE 2.9. Let 7r '=(1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ,6) .  Then z r : (3 ,6 ,3 ,4 ,10 ,6)  is 
c~-invariant. The entry ~ is multiplied by 3 (affecting two terms) and the 
entry rc~ is multiplied by 2 (affecting only one term). The associated matrix 
is 
C= 
~0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 I 1 0 0 0 
3 3 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
ooo011 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
A piecewise linear transformation r whose induced matrix is C is easily 
derived. 
In this section, 
c~-invariant vectors. 
THEOREM 3 .1 .  
is ~-invariant.  
3. A SPECIAL  CONSTRUCTION 
we discuss an interesting and useful subclass of 
Let  m, n, k E N such that m = n/k. Then the vector 
z~--- (m, m + 1, m + 2,..., n) 
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Proof. We construct a square matrix with (k -  1)m + 1 rows as follows: 
1 
C(k_ l )m+l , j=T ,  l <~j<~ k,
and for each 0 ~<p ~< k - 2, 
1 
Cvm+l':-- (p+ 1)m ' 
l l, Cpm + r,j : O, 
k-p4 j  4k  + (p + 1)(m-- 1), 
2 <~ r<~ m, j=k  +p(m--  1)+r - -  1, 
otherwise. 
C is clearly contiguous. It remains only to show that zcC = re, and that g(C) 
is strongly connected and possesses an aperiodic vertex. 
(i) For j=  1, we have, 
(k -  1)m + 1 X~ n 
~..., ~iCi.j -- -- m = ~1.  k f= l  
For 2 ~<j ~< k, we have, 
(k - 1)m + 1 
i=1 
k -2  
n 
~ici,j : E ~pm+lCprn+l,J ~ k 
p=o 
k-2 1 
= ~ ~pm + 1 p=~-'_: (p + 1)m + m 
k 2 (p + 1)m x£ 
o-'r-s (p + 1)m 
Now consider 
+m=m+j-  l=rr:. 
(k+ 1)+s(m-1)~<j~k+(s+l ) (m-1) ,  
where 0 ~< s ~< k - 2. Then 
E 7[ iCi,j : i=1  \p~--s ~Pm-LlCpm+I'J -~ TTJ-k+s+lCJ k+s+l,j 
=(k- -s - -  1)+ ( j - -k  + s +m) 
=m+j- -  l=~j .  
Hence 7~C = ~. 
(ii) We now show that g(C) is strongly connected. 
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(a) We claim that for all i 4: n, there exists a path from vertex i to 
vertex (k -  1)m + 1 = I. By examining the construction, it is clear that 
V i=/:l, 3 j>  i~au= l. (3.1) 
Let f ( i )  be the smallest such j. Then i ,f(i),f2(i),...,fk(i) defines a path 
starting at i and visiting vertices of strictly increasing number. Since there is 
a finite number of vertices, this sequence must terminate. Moreover, it must 
terminate at vertex l by virtue of (3.1). 
(b) Since there are edges from vertex number l to vertices 1, 2 ..... k, 
the set of vertices V_ 1 = {1 ..... k, I} is strongly connected. By (a) there exists 
a path from all other vertices into this set (specifically l). Therefore, it 
suffices to show that there are paths from this set to the remaining vertices. 
Let Vs={k+s(m-1)+l ,k+s( rn -1)+2 ..... k+s(m-1)+m-1},  
where 0 ~< s ~< k - 2. Now there exists an edge from vertex 1 to each node in 
V 0. Therefore, V_ 1 U V0 is strongly connected. We proceed by induction. 
Suppose V_~ U VoU ... U Vi_l, i < k - 3, is strongly connected. We claim 
1,_)}=_1 Vj is strongly connected. The induction step is proved as follows: 
there are edges from vertex im+ 1 to all the vertices in V i. Therefore, it 
suffices to show that node im+ 1 E 0}2_~_~ Vj. By the construction, this is 
true if im+ 1 ~ k + i(m - 1), i.e., if i ~< k - 1, which is certainly true. 
(iii) It remains to show that A =g(C)  has anaper iod ic  vertex. For 
k > 2, p can take on the value k - 2. Hence 
C~k-~),,+ 1# = 1~kin, 2 <~j <~ k + (k - 1)(m -- 1). 
Therefore, the ( (k -2 )m + 1)st row of A intersects the diagonal, since 
k + (k -  1 ) (m-  1 ) )  (k -  2)m + 1 for k > 2. Hence, there exists an i such 
that a~ > 0. Thus A and C are primitive. This completes the proof that 7r is 
~- invar iant for k > 2. 
Let C be the (m + 1) X (m + 1) matrix constructed for k = 2, i.e., 
C = 
1 1 i' 
0 
rn m . . . . . . . . . .  
0 0 1 
0 0 0 i 0 
1 i 
~ 0 . . . . . . . . . .  0 
where the l 's are on the superdiagonal. It is clear that the (m + 1)th entries 
on the diagonals of C 2 and C J are greater than 0. Thus {n>~ 1: 
C(n)m+l,m+l > 0} ~ {2, 3}, and therefore g.c.d. {n>~l: cm+l,m, r (n )  -1 > O} is equal to 
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1. Hence the (m + 1)st vertex is aperiodic. The graph of g(C) is strongly 
connected. Therefore, A is primitive and C C ~.  Q.E.D. 
Remark. It is interesting to note that for k = n, the matrix C constructed 
by this result is the skew triangular matrix 
C= 
1 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 1 
/ I  3 3 3 
J 
/ 
1 / /  1 
n n 
Clearly, C ~ 3 .  On the other hand, the matrix obtained for this same vector, 
using the construction of Section 2, is 
C, 
where the l 's are on the superdiagonal. Here, C'  E ~.  
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let m = 4, n = 12. Thus k = 3, and the vector 
n= (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12) 
is ~-invariant,  where the associated matrix C is 
0 0 I 1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 
1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
i 
! 
1 
1 1 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3 3 3 
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Theorem 3.1 can be stated in a more general form, but the additional 
notation might obscure the proof. We, therefore, present he generalization as 
a corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let m,n, jE N be fixed with 
m = n/k (i.e., k I m + lj'). Then 
rc=(m,m+j, rn+ 2j ..... n) 
n=m+l j ,  ji m , and 
is ~-invariant. 
Proof Construct the [ (k -1 ) (m/ j )+ 1] square matrix C in a manner 
directly analogous to that in Theorem 3.1. 
c(k_,)tm/j,+,,s=lk, l~s~k,  
0, otherwise. 
ForO~p~k-2 ,  
l 1 
e(pm/j)+ 1,, = (P + 1)m ' 
O, 
and 
1, 
C(pm/j)+r's : I 
O, 
k-p<~s~(p+ l) ( j -1 )  +k, 
otherwise 
if j=k+p( j -1 )+r -1 ,  
otherwise, 
where 2 <, r ~ m/j. 
The proof that 
Theorem 3.1. 
C E~ is analogous to the proof of this fact in 
Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. re = (14, 21, 28, 35, 42, 49, 56). 
Herem=14,  j=7 ,  k=4 and l=6.  The 7×7matr ix i s  
~-0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
C= 0 0 
0 
0 
± 
,,,. 4 
1 1 0 0 0 2 2 
0 0 1 0 0 
1 _1 ! 1 0 
4 4 4 4 
0 0 0 1 0 
! ! ! 1 1 ! 
6 6 6 6 6 6 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 ! 1 0 0 0 
4 4 4 
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EXAMPLE 3.3. For m = 10, j---- 2, k = 3, zc = (10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 
24, 26, 28, 30). 
The 11 X I1 matrix is 
C= 
5 3 5 3 s 
1 
1 
1 1 1 1 l 1 1 1 1 l 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4. CONCATENATION AND PERMUTATION OF ~- INVARIANT VECTORS 
We have seen that it is possible to construct large classes of ~-invariant 
vectors n. In this section, we shall present results enabling one to construct 
new c~-invariant vectors from those known to be c~-invariant. The ability to 
do this is important when one wants to approximate a general ergodic 
density function f *  with a piecewise constant function n. We shall have 
more to say on this in Section 5. 
4.1. Concatenation Results 
THEOREM 4.1. Let  ~ and cr be ~- invar iant  vectors o f  length n 1 and n 2, 
respectively. Then, by definition, there exist matrices C tl), C ~2) G ~ such that 
nC ~1) = n and aC ~2) = a. Suppose 
(i) fo r  some i and j ,  ~r i -= crj, 
(ii) there exist kl  and k 2 such that e ~1) = e ~2) = 1. i,kl J,k2 
Then the vector (x, a) is ~- invar iant .  
Proof. We construct a matrix C such that (zc, a) C = Qr, a). Define 
(~(1)  D~I) ),
C= \D~2 ) (7c2) 
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where 
C(rl~ ~- C(rl~ ' V (F, S) :~ (l, k l )  , 
(1) = 0 ,  
i , k l  
6c2) ~2) V (r, s) 4= (j, k2), r . s  ~ t~ r , s  , 
ej~) = O, , k2  
d~]~ = O, V (r, s) :/: (i, k2), 
d . )  = 1, i,k2 
d~2~ -- O, V (r, s) 4= (j, kl), 
d ~2~ = 1. 
J,kt 
Let (Tr, a )C= (p,g), where p and /a are of length n, and n2, respectively. 
Then 
tl] n 2 
I L r i .  r ,  $ , , 
r= l  r= l  
nl  
E _ ~(1) I L rL r ,  $ ~ 7~S, 
r= l  
_~.)+Gj --Y-°")+~,+~s, , l~rCr ,  S = t t rb r ,  S 
r¢ i  r4-i 
if s :/: k l ,  
if s - -k  I . 
Similarly g~ = a~ for 1 ~ s ~< n z. Therefore, (p, #) = (n, a). 
We now show that A = g(C) is strongly connected. Label the vertices of 
g(C u)) by al,..., a,, and those of g(C ~z)) by b I .... , b,2 in the order specified 
by the adjacency matrix. Then the set of vertices of A is {ak} U {bk}. The 
proof has three main steps. 
(i) V 1 ~< r ~ nl, there exists a path a , -~a  i, and V 1 ~ r~< n2, there 
exists a path b r ~ bj. To see this, let a r = ar, , a~2,..., a~k = ai, be any walk in 
g(C°)) .  Let ars be the first occurrence of a i in the sequence. Then a,, ..... a,s is 
a path ar -* ai in g(C u)) such that every edge is in A. Hence it is a path in A. 
The second part of the statement is proved in a similar way. 
(ii) V 1 ~ r, s ~ n l, there exists a path a ,~ a~. To prove this, let 
a r = a~, a,: ..... a~ = a s be a path in g(Cm) .  Recall that g(C  (1)) is strongly 
connected. If  art =/= a~ V 1 < t < k, this is also a path in A and we are done. If 
a~, = a~, then a~,+~ = ak, since (a~, ak, ) is the only edge leaving a~ in g(Cm).  
(Note that i4= k I and j4= k2, since otherwise g(C m)  and g(C ~2)) would not 
be strongly connected.) Now (ai, bkO and (bj, ak, ) are edges in A. Let 
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bk2---~ hj be a path, as constructed in (i). Then replace ai, akj in the path of 
g(C (1)) by a i, bk2~ bj, akl. The resulting path ar~ a~ is in A. 
(ii') Y 1 ~< r, s <~ n 2, there exists a path b, ~ b s. The proof is the same 
as that in (ii). 
(iii) V l <~ r <~ nl, ¥ l <~ s <~ n2, there exists a path ar~ b~ and a path 
b~--* a r. The path ar--* b~ is a concatenation of two paths: 
a r --+ a i ~ bk2 -+ b s . 
The path b S-~ a r is also a concatenation of two paths: 
b s~ h j~ ak l -4  ar  , 
Thus, A is strongly connected. 
It remains only to show that A possesses an aperiodic vertex. If either C (1) 
or C (2) (or both) has non-zero entries on their respective diagonals, then 
since i :/: k 1 and j 4= k2, C has a non-zero entry on its diagonal and therefore 
A has an aperiodic vertex. 
Finally, we show that A has an aperiodic vertex even if C (1) and C (z) have 
no non-zero terms on their diagonals. Note that tr tl) differs from C ~1) only in 
1 term; the (i, k0th entry, equal to 1, has been replaced by 0. Let Qt") denote 
the upper left hand block (nl × n 1 matrix) of the matrix C multiplied by itself 
n times. The removal of the (i, kl)th term in ~(1) causes Qtm, for N 
sufficiently large, to have non-zero entries in all positions except possibly in 
the ith row and j th  columns, since C t~) is primitive. Hence Q(N) has a non- 
~(N) zero entry, say ~kk on its diagonal. Clearly ~(N+ 1) qkk > 0 also. Thus the vertex 
k is aperiodic. Hence A has an aperiodic vertex. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let ml ln  I and mzln2, where ml , rn2 ,n~,n2~N.  
Suppose there exists i, 
max(m1, m2) ~< i ~< min(n 1 , n2) 
and such that i ~ 0 mod ml and i ~ 0 mod m2. Then 
= (ml, m 1 + 1,..., n 1 , m 2, mE + 1,..., n2) 
is ~-invariant. 
Proof Follows directly from Theorem 4.1 and the construction described 
in Theorem 3.1. Q.E.D. 
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EXAMPLE 4.1. Let n = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) and a = (3, 4, 5, 6), where 
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(i 1 0 0 0 ) (111)  0 1 0 0 0 3 3 5 
C (1)= 0 0 1 0 and C(2)= 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
l 1 
1 1 l 1 ~ ~ 0 0 
3 ~ 5 3 
Then, by Theorem 4.1, 0z, a) C = Oz, a), where 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Cz  1 1 1 1 1 ~ ~ 5 ~ 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
THEOREM 4.2. Let ~ and a be ~-invariant vectors of lengths nj and n 2, 
respectively, such that nC(1)= n and aC(2)= a. Suppose the following two 
conditions hoM for some i and j: 
(i) Cl]~i : l/x, e~ = l/y, 
(ii) n i = kx, aj = ky, where k E N. 
Then (Tr, a) is ~-invariant. 
Proof Define the matrix C as follows: 
{ ~(1) D(1) ), 
C= \D(2 ) ((z) 
where 
~(1) ~(1) V r =2(= [, ~-(1) 
F,$ ~ Urns ~ Ui, S 
1 
x+y 
- - ,  n l -x+l<~s<nj ,  
0, otherwise, 
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do) = O, g r 4: i, d! ~) = 
r , s  -~1,$ 
((2) _(2) w r 4:j, ;(2) 
r , s  ~ L r , s  ~ v c j ,  S 
d! 2) " 'r ,s d(2) = O, V r :# j, _.j,s = 
1 
x+y 
O, 
1 
x+y 
O, 
1 
x+y 
, 
l~s~y,  
otherwise, 
l<~s<~y, 
otherwise, 
n l -x+ l~s<<,n  1, 
otherwise. 
That (n, a )C  = (n, a) follows from the fact that 
7~ i 7~ i Gj  
- - - +  - -  -k  
x x+y x+y 
and 
oj n~ aj 
- - - + - - - k .  
y x+y x+y 
Now label the vertices of A = g(C) by a 1 .... , a n and b~,..., bn as in the 
proof of Theorem4.1. Since g(C(1) )=g(C °)) and g(C(2))=g(C~2)), to 
establish strong connectivity, it suffices to show that for all r, 1 ~< r~< n 1, 
and for all s, l~s~n 2, there are paths ar--+b s and bs-+a r. This is 
straightforward. 
Finally, let Q~n) represent the upper left n I × n, block of A n. Since 
g(~O)) = g(C(1) ) ,  it is clear that Q(") >/(Ctl)) ", and hence A is aperiodic. 
Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. (01000) 
0 0 1 0 0 
C ~1) = 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
Let n = (I, 2, 3, 4, 5) and a = (1, 2, 3, 4). Then, 
and C (2) = 
0 1 0 0) 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 
Note that Cs,stl) = ~l and ct2)4,1 = ~-L Condition (ii) is satisfied for k = 1, and the 
matrix C is 
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C= 
0 
0 
0 
1 
This example generalizes 
entry of 7r u) is n i and the 
i = 1, 2. It therefore applies 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 _I 1 1 1 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
~ 9 9 9 9 9 9 
to any two vectors 7¢ 1) and ~z ~2), where the nith 
n;th row of C Ci) consists of equal entries 1/n~, 
to all vectors of Section 2.3. 
EXAMPLE 4 .3 .  Let 7r = (2, 3, 4) and ~r = (3, 4, 5, 6), where 
1 1 Oll ) 
C (1 )= ( O, 01 1 ) and C(2)= O0 O0 O1 O1 " 
1 0 0 
~ 0 1 
Then, by Theorem 4.2, (r:, tr)C = 
1 0 2 
0 0 
1 
C-- 0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
(~, o-), where 
1 0 0 0 0 z 
1 1 1 0 0 
3 3 3 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 0 0 ~ 3 ~ - 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 1 
1 l 1 0 0 
3 3 3 
Herex=1,  y=2,  i=2 ,  j=4 ,  k=3.  
4.2. Permutation Results 
Many of the matrices we have constructed in the foregoing sections are 
not in 9 ,  i.e., they are not permutation i variant. It is of interest, however, 
to investigate the extent o which these vectors can be permuted. 
Let C C ~ and let P be a permutation matrix. The PC is the matrix C 
with its rows rearranged, and the contiguity property is not affected. PCP r is 
the matrix which corresponds to a relabelling of the vertices of g(C). 
Premultiplication by pr, however, rearranges the columns of C and this may 
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destroy contiguity. The following two results show that certain permutations 
are admissible. 
PROPOSmON 4.1. n=(n l  ..... n,)  is ~- invar iant  i f  and only i f  n '=  
(Tgn, 7~n_ 1 ,.-., 7"£1) is. 
Proof  Let P be the skew-diagonal matrix 1) 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
1 
\1 
Let n be qY-invariant with C the matrix induced by n, i.e., nC = 7r. Then 
(PC) p r  just reverses the order of the columns of PC. Thus contiguity is not 
affected and PCP r C ~.  Noting that n' =nP  r, we have 
n 'PCP  r = nPrPCP  r = nCP r =nP  r = n'. 
Hence n' is c~-invariant. Similarly, we can show that n is ~-invariant if n' 
is, Q.E.D, 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Suppose nC = n, where C E ~ is an n × n matr ix that 
can be written in block fo rm as (C 1, C 2, C3), and C i is an n × Pi matr ix  with 
O~pj~ n, i=  1, 2, 3. Let  C 2 have the property that all its rows contain 
either 1 or P2 non-zero elements. Then, 
~t ~ (~1 .... ' 7rpl' 0"1 ..... aP2' ~PI+P2+ 1 ' " "  ~n)  
is ~- invar iant  where (a l ,  {7 2 , . . . ,  [702 ) is a permutat ion of  (nm + 1 ..... ~p2)' 
Proof  Let Pz be a Pz ×P2 permutation matrix such 
(rip,+ 1 ..... np~) P2 r = (o I ..... %2)' Define 
that 
o o) 
P= P2 0 , 
0 13 
where I i is the Pi ×Pi  identity matrix, i=  1, 3. Then PCP r C c~, :gpr .= 7r', 
and nrPCP r = ~zprpcP r = 7cCP r = zrP r = 7r'. Q.E.D. 
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5. A DENSENESS THEOREM AND APPLICATION 
TO FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS 
5.1. Denseness 
Let ~, ,  denote the class of non-negative, continuous, piecewise monotonic 
functions f (x )  from an interval J into itself satisfying: 
(i) [ f ' (x ) l~m,  where the slope exists and m is a positive real 
number, and 
(ii) f (x )  has the value 0 at all the relative minima points, i.e., all the 
valleys reach down to the x-axis. 
In this section, we shall show that a class of piecewise constant functions 
~Tf ° ,  dense (sup norm) in ~W~, is ~-invariant. Thus, given any f~ dW m and 
> 0, we can construct a , C ~ such that its unique invariant density, ~, 
satisfies supxcs I f (x)  -- ~(x)l < e. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let ~=(~(1) ,g(1) ,7[ (2) , / . / (2)  ..... ~(k),]./(k)), k /> l ,  be a 
vector such that zc ") is a vector o f  length ni satisfying 7r (° i-1 --p = Z j= 1 ns + P, 
1 ~p <~ n~, and I x") is a vector o f  length m i with all entries the same and 
• ( i )  i equal to ~p =~j=l  nj + I, 1 <~p <~ m i. Then ~z is c~-invariant. 
Before proving the theorem, we give two examples of ~: 
EXAMPLE 5.1. ~ = (1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 4, 5, 6, 7, 7, 8, 9, 9, 9, 9). 
Here 717 (1) = (1, 2, 3), ~/(1) = (4, 4), zc (2) = (4, 5, 6), ///(2) = (7),  7[(3) = (7, 8), 
a (J) = (9, 9, 9, 9). 
EXAMPLE 5.2. n = (1 2 3 4 5). 
Here n (1) = (1 2 3 4) and/t  (~) = (5). 
We remark that the last segment of n is always considered to be a separate 
flat segment, even if it contains only 1 entry. Also, we note that there are no 
restrictions on ng or m i. This feature allows us to approximate any 
continuous monotonic function starting at 0 and with slopes bounded by 0 
and 1 by a vector of the form n thought of as a step function whose value on 
the ith interval is given by 7r t. 
Proof. (1) We begin by constructing the matrix C. Let 
i--I 
b i=0;  bi= Z nj, l< i~k+l ;  b=bk+m, 
j= l  
i -1  
d l=0;  d i= ~. m~, l< i~k+l ;  d=dk+ x. 
j i 
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Let n = b + d. Define the following matrices for 1 ~ i <~ k: p(i) is an n i × n 
matrix with entries 
p , )= l l ,  if s=b~+d+r ,  
r,s O, otherwise. 
T (i) is an m~ × n matrix with entries 
l 1 
-(i) bi+ 1 + 1 ' [r,s 
O, 
if di + r <~ s <~ bi + l + di + r, 
otherwise. 
Then we define C to be the n × n matrix 
IP (X) I  
T (1) 
C= i • 
~P(~) I  
\ T (k) / 
(2) We show that ~zC = ~z by induction on d. For d = 1, ~z = (1, 2,..., n) 
and C is the same matrix that is given by the construction of Section 2. Now 
suppose the result holds for vectors with d - -1  repetitions and let 7r be a 
vector with d > 1 repetitions. We define a vector ff with d -  1 repetitions by 
deleting the first element of/~(1). That is, 
7~ = (7~ (1),/.~(1) 7~(2)/./(2) ..... 7r(k) ~./(k)), 
where /Y(J) is a constant vector of length m 1 - 1 (possibly 0) with entries 
equal to those of g(1). The construction of part (1), applied to if, yields an 
(n - 1) × (n -- 1) matrix 
~(1) 
where, for all 1 ~< i ~< k, 
(,),, ,s =Pr ,s : ,  l <~ r<<, n i and l~s~(n- -1 ) ,  
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and for all 2 ~< i ~ k, 
~(i) - -  t ( i )  1 <~ r ~ mi and 1 ~< s ~< (n - 1), r,s - -  ~r,s+ 1 ' 
and 
~-(1) t(1) 1 <~ r ~< m 1 1 and 1 ~< s ~< (n -- 1), [r,s = ~r+l , s+ l ,  
i.e., C equals C with row n 1 + 1 and column 1 deleted. (We observe that, 
since d > 1, removal of the first repeated entry cannot cause p~k) to become 
O, and so ~ is of the form defined in the statement of the theorem. Also, if 
m 1 = l ,  causing tU (1) to  be empty, ~z ~) and n <2) join to become a single 
segment of Y. However, C can still be viewed as being of the form given 
above with T ~1) absent. In this case, the top block of (7 given by the 
construction is just r~c,)~ 
We note that for l~r<,n l ,  c~.~=?~.s_ 1 and for n~+2<~r<,n ,  c~,~: 
?~_ ~,~_ ~. By the induction hypothesis, 
n--1 
YrC~,s = £~. 
r= l  
Moreover, from the construction of if, z?~ = ns, 1 <~ s <~ n, and 7rs_ l = n~, 
n~+2~<s~<n.  Also, note that ~r-~_ l=ns -1 ,  2~<s~<n~+ 1. Now, 
tl I n 
GS~ = ~ ~rCr ,s~-7[n l+ lCn l+ l , s~-  Z 7[rCr,s A.., TErCr,s 
r= 1 r= 1 r=nl  + 2 
V yr~ r s ~ + 71) - - ~" , - ~ 1,s + ~ 7[ r - lC r - l , s  1 
r= l  r=nt+2 
1 
_ _  t(1) 
=7~s 1-- n l+ l  l,s" 
For s~n 1+2,  -l,~t")=0 and n~_ 1"  =n~. For s~<n 1+I ,  t<l)-l.s=nl+ 1 and 
r?s_ 1= n~-  1. In either case, a S = n~. 
(3) It remains only to show that C is primitive. Since 
1 
Cn n= t(k) = - - >  O, 
, mk,n  b + 1 
g(C) has an aperiodic vertex. Hence, it suffices to show that g(C) is strongly 
connected. 
We begin by partitioning the vertices {1, 2,..., n} of g(C) into 2k sets: 
A i={b i+d i+r : l~r~n i} ,  
B i= {bi+ l + di + r: l ~ r <~ mi} ,
607/45/3-3 
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_(1) 1 ~ r <~ n i and Cbi+l+di+r, s : lr,s, 1 ~ i ~< k. Note that Cbi+di+r,s =Pr,s,  , "(i) 
(a) We claim there is a path from vertex n=bk+l+dk+,~B k to 
every other vertex. To prove this, we make the following two observations: 
(i) For 2<~r~mr,  there is an edge (b~+~+di+r ,  b i+ l+d i+ 
r -  1), since t (i) r,bi+ldi+r_l :~= O. 
(ii) For 2 < 1 < k, there is an edge (br+ L + dr + 1, br + d~), since 
tli)s¢O, for d i+ l~s<~bi+l+dr+ 1 and d i+ l<~bi+d i<b i+~+dr+ 1. 
Therefore, for 1 ~ i~<k,  there is a path from n to any vertex vEB~.  
Moreover, for 1 <~ i ~ k, there is an edge from a vertex in B r to all vertices in 
Ar. To see this, note that: 
(iii) For l~ l~<k,  l~r~n r, there is an edge (br+ l+d i+ l ,  
b r -I- d i + r), since d i + 1 <, b r + d i + r < bi+ ~ + d i + 1. 
It remains to show that there is a path from any vertex, v, to n. We do this 
by a backwards induction on i. 
(b) We claim there is a path from any VEAk~JB  k to nEB k. We 
prove this in three steps. 
(iv) Suppose v=b k+d k+n k=bk+~+d kEA k. Then there is an 
edge (v, n), since n = bk+ ~ + dk+ 1. 
(v) If v CBk,  there is a path from v to w =bk+~ + d k + 1 by step 
(i). By step (iii), there is an edge from w to b k + d k + nk, and, by step (iv) 
from there to n. 
(vi) If v4:bk+d~+rEA k, there is an edge (v,b k+d+r) .  If 
b k + d + r ~ B k, we are done. Otherwise, b k + d + r E A k, since d > dk, and 
we can continue constructing a strictly increasing sequence of vertices until 
we eventually reach a vertex in B k. 
(c) Now suppose that there is a path from any v E Ap UBp to n for 
p> i. We claim there is a path from any v CA iUB i to n, where 
1 ~< i ~< k - 1. The proof is analogous to that given above. 
(vii) Suppose v = b i + d i + n i = hi+ ~ + dr C A i. Then there is an 
edge from v to w=bi+l+d.  Since d>di+ ~ ( i<~k-1) ,  wEApUBp for 
some p > i and we are done by the induction hypothesis. 
(viii) If v E B i we can show, as in step (v), that there is a path to 
b~+ ~ + d i and by step (vii) from there to n. 
(ix) Finally, if v E A r, there is a path consisting of an increasing 
sequence of vertices which eventually leads to Bi or to some A o or Bp, p > i. 
In either case, we are done. Q.E.D. 
We now apply the construction of the theorem to Examples 5.1 and 5.2. 
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C= 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
l 1 1 l 
! _1 ! ! 
4 4 4 4 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 TM 
1 
1 
1 1 _1 ! 1 _1 1 
T 3 7 7 3 7 
! _1 
9 9 
1 
9 
1 
1 
1 
1 
_1 1 1 1 I 1 1 
9 9 9 9 9 9 
_1 l 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 ~ ~ ~ ~ g g g 
! i _1 _1 1 ! _1 ! ! 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
~.l _1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 9 g g g ~ ~ ~ ~ 
EXAMPLE 5.4. d= 1 and 
C= 
i ' 0 0 0 \  0 1  / 
°0 0 0 ,  o/  
0 0 0 1 ]  
| 
I I I I ]  
Let ff be a vector as defined in the statement of Theorem 5.1, and let 
C c~ be the matrix constructed for it. Let # be the vector ~ with the order 
of the entries completely reversed, i.e., the first entry ofp  is the last entry of 
n, etc. Thus/1 is ~-invariant and its induced matrix is C" = p~,pr ,  where P 
is the n X n skew-diagonal matrix. We note that the last row of C" consists of 
b + 1 consecutive ntries, all equal to 1/(b + I), terminating in the column n. 
Hence the first row of C' consists of the same b + 1 consecutive ntries, but 
now starting in column i. In view of Theorem 4.2, the vector n- - ( i f ,#)  is 
c~-invariant. The nth and (n + 1)th rows of C are such that nC = n each 
consists of 2(b + 1) consecutive ntries all equal to 1/2(b + 1), starting in the 
(n -  b -  1)th column and ending in the (n + b + 1) column. This result 
generalizes immediately. 
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THEOREM 5.2. Let 7r (1), i---- 1,..., n, be vectors of the form stated in 
Theorem 5.1, and let/u (~) be obtained from ~(i) by reversing the order of the 
entries. Let ~8 "~° denote all vectors of the form 
(7[(1),~/./(1) ~(2) fl(2) ..., 7~(n),[.l(n)). 
Then every ~z E ~]  is ~-invariant. 
Recall, from the definition of ~?~m, that ~ is the class of non-negative, 
continuous, piecewise monotonic functions f from an interval J into J 
satisfying: (i) Idf/dx] ~ 1, where the derivative xists and (ii) the value of 
f (x)  at all its relative minima is 0, i.e., each function fE  ~ is a multi- 
humped function such that each hump starts at height 0, ends at height 0, 
and has slope less than or equal to 1 in absolute value. The peaks of the 
humps are arbitrary. 
From Theorem 5.2, it follows that every f~  ~ can be approximated as 
closely as desired (by choosing a sufficiently fine partition of J) by a step 
function 7r ~ ~/,0. We note that as the partition becomes finer, the resulting 
step functions are scaled down. Thus, we have: 
THEOREM 5.3. ~7 "~° is dense in ~o with respect o the uniform norm on J. 
Let ~?~m he as defined at the beginning of this section where m is a positive, 
fixed real number, and let ~ be any vector of the form stated in Theorem 5.2. 
Since 7r is cC-invariant, then clearly mT~ is cC-invariant, where the associated 
matrix for mTr is the same as that for 7~. Let ~fo  {mTr: 7~ C~,~0}. Then, by 
choosing a sufficiently fine partition, we can approximate any f~ '~m 
uniformly as closely as desired by a piecewise constant function from ~f°  m . 
Thus, we have: 
THEOREM 5.4. ~° m is dense in J['~,, with respect o the uniform norm on 
J. 
Although ~ provides a large class of ergodic density functions it is 
somewhat restricted by the requirement that the valleys go down to 0. We 
shall now briefly describe a class of multi-humped, step functions without 
this restriction, which can be attained exactly and whose associated transfor- 
mations can be constructed. The construction and proof are straightforward, 
but tediousl and hence will be deleted. 
Let G1 denote the class of step functions zr 
7~ --~ (~0) ,  7~(2),..., 7t(k)), 
where the ith segment n(;) is either fiat (i.e., it has at least two consecutive 
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entries all equal to the positive, rational number p;), or it is increasing 
(7r~+j = ~i + 1) or it is decreasing 0zi+l = ~ i -  1). I f  7t (~) is a flat segment of 
the function ~, let l~ denote the number of entries in ~z °) and Pi the value of 
these entries. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let ~ C G 1 . I f  each f iat  segment has the property that 
Ii >~Pi, then 7r is ~-invariant. (There are no restrictions on the length of  the 
sloping segments.) 
Remark. A sloping segment can be allowed to rise in steps of j  i C ~, 
rather than in steps of l, if the starting and endpoints of the sloping segment, 
m i and ni, satisfy mi[ n i and n i = m i d- k i j  i, or  ni] m i and m i = n i + k i J i ,  
depending on whether the segment is increasing or decreasing. As well, a flat 
segment need not have opposite sloping segments on either side of it, for 
example, a segment may rise in steps of 2, flatten out, then rise in steps of 1. 
5.2. Functional Equations 
A transformation r: [0, 1] ~ R is called piecewise C 2, if there exists a 
partition 0 = ao < at < --' < ap = 1 of the unit interval such that for each 
integer i, i = 1 ..... p, the restriction ri of r to the open interval (ai_ ,, ai) is a 
C 2 function which can be extended to the closed interval [ai_l,  ai] as a C 2 
function. If  r is non-singular, the Frobenius-Perron operator PT: -~ --+ -~ 
takes on the form 
P 
PTU(x) = ~ f (~ i (x ) )  Oi(x) Zi(X), 
i=1 
where ~, i=r7  a, o i (x )= ]qJ/(x)] and X~ is the characteristic function of the 
interval J~ = r,([a,_,, a,]). We recall [7] that P~f=f i f  and only if d~ =fdm 
is invariant under r. 
Let T={rC{:P¢==Tt ,=~g~°}.  Recall from Section l.2 P , ,  when 
restricted to r C {, reduces to a matrix operation, namely, PC= = ~C. With 
the aid of Theorem 5.4, we have: 
THEOREM 5.6. The set of f ixed points of  the functional equations 
f P¢ f= ~ f(tff,(x)) o,(x) q:i(x) =f(x ) :  r E 
i=1 
contains a set of piecewise constant functions which is dense (uniform norm 
on J) in the class of multi-humped functions ~T" m . 
Proof. ~ ~ T. Q.E.D. 
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6. RANDOMIZATION AND AN EXAMPLE 
6.1. Randomization 
In [2], it is shown that for r C ~, the rationals are eventually periodic, i.e., 
for any rational number x in J there exists an integer n such that rn(x) is 
periodic. But the rationals are the only numbers with which computations 
can be performed. Thus, if n is the unique density invariant under r, it is 
impossible to exhibit this density by observing the iterates {za(x)}, x rational. 
To evade cyclic orbits in the difference equation (1.1), we randomize it as 
follows: for e > 0 and small, we consider the stochastic difference equation 
Xn+ 1 = "L'(Xn) ~- We, (6.1)  
where W, is a random variable whose density f~(x) has support on a small 
set containing 0. Equation (6.1) defines a stationary Markov process, which 
possesses the invariant density function z~,. Neglecting some technical 
details, we state the following result [3]: 
THEOREM 6.1. Let  f~  60, where 6 o is the point measure at 0, and =~ 
denotes weak convergence. Let  {x~} denote the solution o f  (6.1). Then 
1 n - - I  f" C 
l im-  S ~ )Cn(x~)=l rc , (x )dx -~ lzc (x )dx  
n~c~ n i=0 
as e ~ O for  all starting points x o = x o in J. 
The theorem states that randomizing (1.1) creates a system whose orbit 
unfailingly (for all starting points) attains the invariant density zc of (1.1) as 
closely as desired. Thus, for example, we choose W= W, to be a uniform 
random variable whose support is small and centered at 0. With this fixed 
random variable, which is readily implemented on the computer, we can 
attain any qY-invariant vector n by means of (6.1). 
6.2. An Example 
Let ~1 = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10) and ~2 = (10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5). Then by the 
construction of Section 2 and Theorem 3.1, we can construct matrices C ~1) 
and C (2) E ~,  where ~I i) = ~z i, i = 1, 2, and 
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C (1) =_ 
r 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
C (2) : 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
000011TM 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 0 
3 3 s ~ 
Using Theorem 4.1, we get nC = n,  where n = (n I , n2) and C E ~ is given by 
C_- 
0 1 0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
1 1 0 0 0 0 ~ 
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 
1 
1 
1 1 1 1 1 
3 3- 5 3 ~ _~ 
From C we construct he piecewise linear transformation r shown in Fig. 6. 
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Let W e be a uniformly distributed random variable with mean 0 and 
support equal to e. Consider the stochastic difference equation 
x.+ 1 = r(x.) + W., (6.2) 
where r is given by Fig. 6 and e is small. Using (6.2), we computed the 
quantity 
1 N l 
vN(i) x,,(x.), 
t/=0 
the proportion of visits to the interval I i=  ( i -1 ,  i), i=  1, 2 ..... 16, in N 
iterations of (6.1). For e = 10 -4, x 0 = 3.5, and N= 105, we obtained 
VN= (0.98, 1.96, 2.98, 4.09, 5.17, 6.20, 7.09, 7.92, 8.87, 9.99, 
9.92, 8.87, 7.5, 7.06, 6.08, 4.87). 
Of course, choosing e smaller and N larger would yield distributions even 
closer to the desired piecewise constant density function lr = (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5). For example, for x = 3.5, e = 10 -7 and N = 10 6, 
we obtain the vector 
(0.994, 2.03, 3.02, 4.03, 5.05, 6.03, 7.02, 7.97, 9.01, 9.96, 
9.97, 0.01, 7.99, 7.02, 6.01, 4.92). 
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Even for e as large as 0.01 and N as small as 10 ~, a very reasonable approx- 
imation to ~r is obtained. 
7. A SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION 
In this section, we present a construction for rapidly growing piecewise 
constant densities. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let k C N and let zr (i) be a vector of length n >/2 with 
7r~ ) = U-  z for all 1 <.j <, n. Then 
7r ---- (;7 (1), 7~(2),..., 7C (k)) 
is ~-invariant. 
Proof. We first give a construction of an nk × nk matrix C such that 
~C = ~z. Let 
C= 
where C (1) is defined by 
(C(~) 1 C(2) , 
/ 
and for 2<~i~m,  
and for 2~i<~n-  1, 
c i , j= l  1 ,  l<~j<~n, 
0, otherwise. 
For 2 ~< t ~< k-- 1, C (t) is defined by 
I 1 
- -  tn+14 j4( t+ l )n ,  
O, otherwise 
1 
- -  ( t - -1 )n+ l <~j4tn,  
n 
0, otherwise, 
l l ,  n+14 j<~2n,  0, otherwise. 
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C (t). : 
t~,j  
1 
( t -2 )n+ l <~j <. tn, 
2n ' 
0, otherwise. 
F inal ly,  .C  (k )  is defined by 
I 1 
~(k) n 
t ; i ,  j = 
O, 
(k -  l )n  + 1 4 J4  kn, 
otherwise 
for l<~i~n-1 ,  and 
1 
_(k) _ 2n 
L n,  j - -  
O, 
(k -  2 )n  + 1 <~j <~ kn, 
otherwise. 
We now show that nC= n. For 1 ~< s ~< n, 
~" ~ 1 n - -  1 1 Z __ ~(l)  ~_ ~2n -- - -  + 2 ~rCr  s = l~ ' r t ' r , s  " - -  ' 2n n 2n r= l  r=2 
For tn + l ~s~ (t + l)n, l <~ t <~ k -  2, 
7[ rCr  s ~ _( t )~(t )  7t - _ ( t+ l )~( t+ l )  _}_ _ ( t+2)~(t+2)  
, z..., TLr t ' r , s  ~ JLr Or ,  s ~ Jl'r t~r ' s  
r= l  r : l  r= l  r= l  
1 . -1  1 
~- Z _ ( t+ l )~( t+ l )  _~ 7r ( t+l )  . 
• - -  J t r  ~r ,s  - - .  2n : 7£~t) F/ r=2 
2 t-1 2' 2 t U +' 
- + (n - 2) --h- + 2-n-n + 2n n 
= 2 t = 7c s . 
For  (k -- 1)n + 1 ~ s ~ kn, 
_(k  1) __+ 
7~rCr ,  s = yL 1 • ~ lLr  t - r ,  S 
r= l  /'/ r= l  
2 k 2 2 k-  1 2 k- 1 
- -  2 ~- (n - -1 )  n + 2 - - - -y -  
=2k- l=gs"  
=1=;7  s . 
_( t+2)  
- -~- /L  n 
1 
2n 
Thus, z~C = 7~. 
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Since c2, 2 > 0, the vertex 2 of g(C) is aperiodic. It therefore only remains 
to show that g(C) is strongly connected. This can be done in a direct 
manner, We shall, however, prove the primitivity of C in a different way. We 
recall that an n × n matrix is fully indecomposable if there does not exist an 
s× (n--s)zero submatrix for some integer s [16, p. 124, Result5.4.3]. 
Examination of the foregoing construction reveals that C is fully indecom- 
posable, Hence it is primitive. Q.E.D. 
EXAMPLE 7.1. ~ = (1, 1, 2, 2, 4, 4, 8, 8, 16, 16, 32, 32). 
Here n = 2 and k = 6. Thus, 
C= 
" 0 0 2 l 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 } 0 0 
1 1 
1 1 1 1 
1 1 
0 0 2 2 
1 1 1 1 0 0 
_1 1 1 1 
4 4 4 4 
1 1 
2 2 
1 1 
2 2 
! ! ! ! 
4 4 4 4 
1 1 
1 I 1 1 
4 4 4 
EXAMPLE 7.2. zr = (1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 4, 4, 4, 8, 8, 8). 
Here n = 3 and k= 4. Thus, 
C= 
1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 3 J 
! ~ ~ 0 0 0 3 3 3 
1 1 1 0 0 0 
3 3 3 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 1 I 1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 ! 
3 ~ 3 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 
3 3 3 
1 1 1 
3 3 
1 1 1 
3 3 3 
1 ! 1 ! ! ! 
6 6 6 6 6 6 
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